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Ben Hines
Yet another belated issue due to external pressures on
your production team, and for which any additional
volunteers would be gratefully appreciated. If you feel
you are in a position to be able to bring some time to
assist the compilation and production of Instrument
Pilot, please get in touch with the ExCo or with any
member of the existing team.
There’s much good news arriving in the GA world
with the UK finally moving forward on many issues,
catching up with other regulators in places, possibly
even overtaking them in some areas. If the CAA are
to be believed, they aim to become the model against
which other regulators compare themselves and strive
to match. This can only be a good thing for European
GA as a whole.
As is often the case, with good news there are also
some downsides. A number of serious accidents in the
EU flying community has badly damaged hardware
and, more distressingly, has taken some of our friends
and compatriots—a reminder to us all to stay vigilant
and not to dismiss the risks associated with our
passion.
Safe flying
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G-JAKI, 1994/5 M20R, 1375h TT, 65h SMOH, 180kts,
280hp TCM IO-550-G, speed brakes, full IFR panel with
Garmin 530, Sandel 3308 EFIS, KFC-150 flight director,
KX-165, KN-62A DME, KR-87 ADF, KT-73 mode S
transponder. Insight GEM-602 engine monitor, Insight SF2000 Strikefinder, Shadin fuel computer, electric standby
vacuum pump, wingtip recognition lights. Fresh annual
June/14. Further details available from David Abrahamson
david@cs.tcd.ie or telephone +353 1 896 1716.
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Pilots’ Talk

Compiled by David Chambers
Diesel engines continue to move forward
Progress continues apace with the adoption and availability of diesel
engines. Factory fitted options on offer today include:
• Piper PA28 Archer DX using Centurion engine
• Cessna 182 JT-A with SMA engine (pending certification)
• Diamond DA42 using Austro engine
• Robin Ecoflyer available with a Centurion
Longer flights promise to be extremely fuel efficient, extending range
in addition to lowering costs and providing wider fuel availability.
There are several new contenders appearing on the scene. In early
May, Engineered Propulsion Systems (EPS) flew its Graflight V8
diesel for the first time. The engine was installed in a modified Cirrus
SR22 and following initial tests, the team reported that everything
went well. EPS unveiled their new engine at Oshkosh in July.
Another British company, Weslake, is designing a lower power
diesel adapted from their marine engine to compete with the Rotax
512. Further details on their website www.weslake.eu/news/newspages/
dieselareoengine.html

Consumer kit may enable HUD (Head Up Display) for GA use
Recent news reports revealed that the US Air Force’s BATMAN
(Battlefield Air Targeting Man-Aided kNowledge) research team is
testing Google Glass to evaluate its role on the battlefield, and they
are also considering developing apps to extend its use. Since Glass
sits above the line of sight, it doesn’t obscure a pilot’s vision causing
blind spots.
If you’re not sure what Google Glass is—just think spectacles with
a miniaturised camera, GPS, Bluetooth, microphone and tiny screen
all built-in.
This technology could also make its way over to general aviation.
Aero Glass, a Hungarian company, has developed an app that displays
relevant information—from pointing out checklist items prior to
departure and showing nearby traffic in flight, through to depicting
runway trajectories. A commercial launch for the product is planned
for later this year. Their demonstration video http://glass.aero/ gives
an insight into the concept.
Across the pond, US pioneer Aerocross Systems also plans a launch
this year promoting an affordable solution called Brilliant Eyes. This
is expected to be priced below $2,000 but in my view it produced an
intrusive and potentially distracting display. As demonstrated on their
promotional video www.aerocross.com/projects.htm its screen provides
all the usual glass cockpit data.
And Italian company HeadApp demonstrated their Glasses4Flight
solution www.youtube.com/watch?v=mBDYhQkoVjE at Aero 2014.
What’s clear is that there will be considerable innovation in this
field over the next year or two, similar to what we’ve seen recently
with tablet GPS apps. Most if not all of the new products will be
uncertified and unregulated. If data feeds could be legally integrated
into the devices, then these could become really useful additions to
pilot aids.

Drones in the news
A regional jet was on approach to Tallahassee when it passed an unmanned aircraft, a hobbyist’s remote controlled drone, at 2,300ft.
The FAA is investigating the incident after a video was posted on
YouTube by the drone’s pilot.
AVweb reports that an FAA official has told representatives of the
UAV industry that it may be 2020 or later before the agency has a
comprehensive set of rules governing small pilotless aircraft. Forbes
aviation blogger John Goglia wrote that Jim Williams, speaking at
the Small Unmanned Systems Business Exposition in San Francisco,
said that although the rulemaking process for commercial use of small
(below 56lbs in weight) drones will begin later this year, it usually
takes between seven and ten years to write rules for complex issues
like the commercial use of drones.

PPL/IR Europe welcomes new members
Guy Wakeley
Filip Vanrenterghem
Marc De Vos
Xavier Lebegue
Jean-Claude Courtois
Jean-Yves Sarciaux
Wolfgang Meinhardt
Achim Hasenmueller
Torsten Assmann
Michael Williamson
Nicholas Denissen
Johannes Wendnagel
Werner Messner
Christian Denke
Helge Ammenwerth
Jim Tunney
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Chairman’s Corner
Paul Sherry

It’s a pleasant evening early in July as I settle down to write my
contribution for the next issue of IP. Tomorrow is the 4th and a group
of PPL/IR members, myself included, is headed for Colmar in eastern
France for hopefully another enjoyable weekend of flying, sampling
the local Alsatian hospitality, and no doubt getting to hear more
aviation stories from members. Some I know well but hopefully it
will be a good opportunity to meet new ones who have made the
effort to join us.
I have just completed the flight planning for the route there and
back, and every time I do this I am struck by how much this process
has changed (substantially for the better) over recent years. Flight
planning to that little corner of Europe, where the borders of France,
Germany and Switzerland meet, can be notoriously problematic. I
recall many long and frustrating evenings spent trying to obtain the
magic “NO ERRORS” message back from the CFMU route validation engine. When that message finally appeared after hours of
trying this route and that route, it was almost enough to make me
break out the champagne (or perhaps in this case Alsatian wine).
Now, in an electronic touch screen gadget not much bigger than
half an A4 sheet of paper (and perhaps not that much thicker than a
few of the said sheets stacked up), I have any number of state-of-theart flight planning applications. Within about 30 minutes I can
obtain an acceptable route, file the plan, brief the flight including
notams and weather, print out a PLOG to scribble on, and file the
GAR. In flight, using the same technology, I can track my progress,
download the current weather (which might be useful tomorrow as
there’s a trough headed Colmar’s way—with associated thunderstorms), pull up the geo-referenced approach charts showing a little
purple aircraft on them as I fly the approaches, and even manage to
communicate inflight with Ben Hines, our host for the weekend,
who will kindly be there to met us all on arrival.
We debate passionately the relative advantages and disadvantages
of RocketRoute, SkyDemon, EuroFPL and Blitzplan (to name but a
few) but the reality is that, compared to not that long ago, the
practicalities of planning and completing an IFR flight are an order
of magnitude (possibly even two orders of magnitude) easier than
previously. The competition between the various providers has lead
to significant innovation and almost all of the major players, with
one notable exception, are available with all sorts of features for an
annual cost equivalent to not too many litres of avgas. We should
celebrate the fact that there is so much competition in the world of
aviation apps with the inevitable result of more features at lower cost
to the consumer. When I first started my instrument training I felt
that people who flew IFR were somehow “sky gods” who knew the
right handshake and only accepted certain worthies into the club.
The current ease of flight planning disassembles one of the barriers
to more pilots enjoying the capability that IFR flight has to offer.
On the subject of apps, I was asked by Trevor Pegrum of Garmin
to perform an “air test” of the Garmin Pilot app, one of the latest
offerings heading toward an app store near you. I was fortunate
enough to be supplied with not only the app, but the battery powered
GDL39 that works alongside it. The GDL39 is a multi-function
device and includes not only an ADS-B receiver which detects Mode
S enabled traffic, but has built-in AHRS (Attitude and Heading
Reference System) capability which sends data to the app via a
bluetooth link, and it also includes a SBAS (Space Based Augmentation System) GNSS receiver that is EGNOS compatible. So, in a
single package, one has a complete standalone backup PFD, moving
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map, approach plates and Mode S aircraft traffic display (but not
approved for primary navigation of course). In the event of a very
bad day at the office with a complete loss of everything on the panel,
then this device would assist the pilot to keep the aircraft sunny-side
up, navigate to an appropriate destination, and fly an approach.
On the plus side I found many good features in the app and
through the feedback of a group of European beta testers it has
already been improved. There is a lot of functionality and capability
and I felt it has potential. I liked the split screen capability, and the
ability to have the moving map display in the top half of the screen
and a geo-referenced plate in the bottom was welcome. But clearly it
has been designed for the US market and currently no European
capable routing engines are compatible with the device, nor is there
the ability to file and manage flight plans. It is a work in progress
which I feel has potential. It will be up to Garmin to decide how
much effort to put into the product to make the app as capable as
some of the current market leaders on this side of the pond. However
one feature that could be headed our way (I am informed by a reliable
source) is the ability to plan a flight at home, take the tablet to the
aircraft and upload the flight plan directly from the tablet to the panel
mounted Garmin 650 or 750 navigator. Now that would be neat.
Our spring series of meetings started with the AGM on Saturday
April 26th. We had an ExCo meeting on the Friday and early on the
Saturday morning I headed for Cambridge airport, ably assisted by
John Dale who had kindly agreed to ride “shotgun”, and flew to
Oxford in our aircraft to pick up guest speakers—Andrew Haines,
CEO of the UK CAA and Tony Rapson, Head of GA for the UK
CAA. No pressure then…

Paul Sherry and Andrew Haines

I believe it fair to say that all who met them found both Andrew
and Tony to be engaging individuals who were clearly there to listen
as well as speak. They both spent the whole day with us. Vasa Babic
kindly returned them to Oxford after the meeting, so they had
experience of two different types of aircraft. Undoubtedly it was an
opportunity to build mutual confidences as well a chance for some
4
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“soft lobbying” which paid off—the document that the CAA had
uploaded onto their website on the requirements for the conversion
for the third-country IR fairly promptly disappeared and PPL/IR
Europe were asked to work with the CAA on its replacement. Vasa,
supported by others, came to the rescue once more and the revised
version is a much more workable document. This is another example
of how working with the regulator in a positive and engaged way
produces results. I can’t speak for everyone who was there, but I
thoroughly enjoyed the day and the feedback we received was very
supportive and most welcome.
It has been a busy season for us in the aviation shows and PPL/IR
Europe had a significant presence at the Aero Expos in Friedrichshafen
and Sywell. About a year ago I said that if we truly saw ourselves as a
European organisation then we needed to continue to have a presence
on the European aviation scene, which means a continued presence
at Friedrichshafen for the time being. This year we had a team of
six—Timothy Nathan, Stephen Hallas, Ed Bellamy, Julian Scarfe
(ably supported by his wife Andrea who is a native German speaker)
and your chairman bringing up the rear. Ben Hines dipped in and
out as work commitments allowed. It is a significant logistic exercise
to move the aforementioned team plus probably about half a tonne
of equipment—video displays, computers, posters, books, leaflets and
all of the other paraphernalia involved in attending a trade show and
making it look professional. Special mention must go to Stephen
Hallas who transported Timothy, me and the aforementioned half a
tonne of kit to and from Friedrichshafen in his 421 at no expense to
PPL/IR Europe. We tried to pay him but, as a Yorkshireman through
and through, I believe he thought we were trying to get money off
him and would hear no more of it!
Sywell is a more local, but no less entertaining and enjoyable, affair.
The Sherburn-in-Elmet travelling flying club again came to the fore
and once more I am grateful to all the members who gave up some,
or all, of a long weekend to help out. Between the two shows I believe
we recruited approximately 60 new members. It is quite an effort,
but worthwhile.
The Sunday at Sywell was particularly notable for the session with
the CAA. The senior team was out in force. I was collared by Andrew
Haines and dragged (kicking and screaming of course) to meet their
“star guest” Carol Vorderman as well as Grant Shapps and Tony
Rapson, head of GA for the UK CAA. Those of you who attended
the spring meeting will have already met Andrew and Tony. Under
the tag line “Let there be flight” the CAA team engaged with what
was initially perhaps a little skeptical, though expectant, audience.
Julian and Ed were both there having been heavily involved with the
RTC (Red Tape Challenge), and it seems clear that the management
team broadly “get it” with regard to our ongoing concerns over
regulatory issues.
Carol Vorderman gave a challenging presentation and the word
“lemon-sucking” has now been re-coined to describe the natural
response of a regulator when faced with a question suggesting something might be changed. I remain convinced that Andrew and Tony
are well aware of the issues, and the challenge today is to get that
leadership to permeate down through the organisation to the level of
those who administer the operational decisions on a day-by-day basis.
Clearly progress is being made, and we are already engaged with
the CAA at various levels on a number of matters including GNSS
approaches, N-registration permit issues and guidance to examiners
for the IR initial skill test.
One criticism that could be leveled at PPL/IR Europe is its rather
UK centric approach. As I have mentioned above, we aspire to have
as wide a European footprint as can be achieved. Ideally we should
be actively engaged with the DGAC, the LBA, FOCA (Switzerland)
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plus as many other NAA’s that fall under the EASA banner as we can
manage. That having been said, it is now becoming clear that a fair
number of NAA’s around Europe are looking to the UK CAA for
leadership in many areas (most notably GNSS approaches through
CAP1122). So, if that’s the case, then I suggest that our resources,
naturally limited as they are, are more usefully employed in a targeted
way with both EASA and the UK CAA. Should opportunities arise
with other NAA’s then we will of course seize them as and when able,
but currently we seem to be making good progress with the UK
NAA. Tony Rapson has taken over the chairmanship of the GA
working group at EASA, so that would appear to be a good place to
start.
Whilst I am on the subject of GNSS approaches, there continues
to be movement in that area. I met with Phil Roberts and Paul FraserBennison at Aviation House, Gatwick and Ed Bellamy joined us. We
agreed that we would actively work toward the first LPV GNSS
approach to a non-instrument runway anywhere in Europe (so we
believe). Phil Roberts (Head of Airspace, Aerodromes and ATM
management) suggested that we start a collaborative approach with
Wycombe—Phil knows Dave Phillips who is the airfield manager at
Booker. Nick Gribble of gCAP (Approved Procedure Designers) has
kindly agreed to design one approach free of charge, and the CAA
has agreed to waive their fees. I am led to believe that the first meeting
is due any day now (8th July comes to mind) and time will tell where
we go from there. I have offered to do the flight validation free of
charge—so this is an experiment in working together to see if we can
facilitate the design process as well as reduce the costs to aerodromes
to sensible levels.
As a result of contacts made at Friedrichshafen, I was invited to
speak in the aviation section of the European Space Solutions
conference in Prague in June. I was accompanied by Paul FraserBennison of the CAA and spoke on enabling EGNOS capability in
smaller GA aircraft. Again it was an opportunity, not only for
networking but also for possibly tapping into European funding, to
assist in the promotion of GNSS approaches. As I have mentioned
before, the GSA have spent a lot of euros establishing the EGNOS
capability and now are charged with promoting it. There is funding
available to pump-prime projects and, unless we are engaged in that
process, GA will miss out. Recently we were invited to a meeting at
the Farnborough airshow to talk about the next round of funding,
and Ed Bellamy attended on our behalf. We need to find out which
buttons we need to push (and which forms to fill in) to access the
available supports.
With regard to the rest of the year, we have planned a visit to
Jeppesen in August, and our first CRM (Cockpit Resource Management) course is scheduled for Saturday 6th September in Coventry
(EGBE), [Ed: This event has now been over subscribed]. The course
is our first in this arena, and is a trial run to judge whether this is
something that should be developed further. It will be specifically
focused on CRM for the single pilot in the IFR environment. Costs
are a little bit higher than our normal one-day activities, but this is
because we are bringing in a professional and UK CAA accredited
CRM instructor. Having attended a one week CRMI course at
Global Aviation training last November, it made me think much
more carefully about what I do in command of the aircraft I fly, and
how I do it. I will certainly be attending in September and hope to
see many of you there.
Now, with the ACK messages received, I am going to sign-off and
head for Colmar and enjoy that glass of Alsatian wine! 8ft between
bottle and throttle…
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IFR Plate Quiz
Graham Whittle
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Leeds Bradford airport is good place for a visit to Leeds or Harrogate.
Why would you want to go to Bradford? For Leeds the 757 airport
bus runs every 30 minutes and stops within walking distance of
Multiflight, the compulsory handling agent for GA. For Harrogate
the 737 runs every hour from the main terminal where there are also
taxis and hire cars. Multiflight provide a free transfer to the main
terminal.
So we are on our flight to Yorkshire, looking forward to a delicious
afternoon tea at Bettys in Harrogate, we hear the Leeds Bradford
ATIS report “Runway in use one four, … visibility 1,500 metres, cloud
broken at 200ft”. Because of this airport’s altitude such conditions are
not unusual.
ATC tells us to expect vectors for the ILS to Runway 14. We look
at the plate, we are expecting an ILS for Runway 14, what is the DA?
How likely is that we will have to make a missed approach?

(17 Nov 11) AD 2-EGNM-8-1
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Answer

For an ILS the DA is the higher of the Obstacle Clearance Altitude
or 200ft above the runway threshold elevation. So it is 874ft. With
the cloud base at 200ft it is likely that the approach lights will be seen
“burning through” before the descent to altitude 874ft, so a missed
approach is unlikely to be necessary, but of course should be planned
for as on every approach.
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ALTERNATIVE PROCEDURE EXTENDED HOLDING PATTERN
Overhead NDB(L) LBA in holding pattern, turn left and descend on extended outbound leg to 2600(1926). At I-LBF DME 7 turn left to intercept the
localizer. When established continue as Main Procedure.
NOTE

1 Lowest altitude to commence procedure from hold is 3000.
2 Due to controlled airspace constraints, aircraft may temporarily leave controlled airspace in the base turn.

The situation and answer are the opinion of the author and not PPL/IR

Spring Meeting and AGM Report

CHANGE: COM. MAG VAR. ANNUAL RATE OF CHANGE. OBS.
AERO INFO DATE 6 SEP 11

Civil Aviation Authority

AMDT 12/11

Steve Dunnett—PPL/IR Meetings Secretary

The 2014 spring meeting had the highest attendance ever for a
PPL/IR Europe event with 90 participants arriving by road and air,
including over 40 flight arrivals on the Friday afternoon and Saturday
morning in what was forecast to be very poor weather across northern
Europe and southern UK, but turned out to be okay (although one
couldn’t say “fine”) on the day. We were pleased to welcome non-UK
visitors from Germany, Belgium, France, Switzerland, Netherlands
and Ireland, as well as the usual large UK turnout, for a series of
challenging and informative presentations.
The morning session kicked-off with Julian Scarfe’s masterful wideranging survey of the range and scope of regulatory changes within
EASA-land.
Photo: JeffreyJulian’s
Schäfer grasp and clarity on complex issues, along with
his commitment of time, energy and wisdom to engage in the process
on behalf of PPL/IR Europe members is impressive, and was widely
appreciated by all present.
His talk was followed by a full presentation from and extended
Q&A session with Andrew Haines, CEO of the UK’s Civil Aviation
Authority, supported by Tony Rapson head of the CAA’s GA unit.
While facing some challenging questions, everyone present was
immensely encouraged by the apparent commitment for a root and
branch reform of the CAA’s approach to all aspects of GA regulation
which should bring a better degree of proportion and fitness-forpurpose in regulating GA. It appears that several key lessons were
taken away both by the regulator and those regulated on our mutual
commitment to achieve better regulation established on an informed
risk and cost benefit analysis.
The afternoon session started with a presentation from Timothy
Nathan on the recent software developments at Sky Demon that now
Instrument Pilot

renders this already VFR product increasingly valuable both for preflight IFR planning and for in-cockpit use in the IFR environment.
Timothy’s demonstration of use by live streaming and projection
from his iPad in particular revealed the ease of use in flight, and
illustrated the perhaps unique facility provided by this platform for
seamless transition between IFR and VFR flight—going at least some
small way towards easing the “dumped at Detling” syndrome.
Timothy was supported in the discussion by Tim Dawson, the
founder and lead programmer at SkyDemon, who handled the more
technical questions about future modifications not only with clarity
but with a clear willingness to meet the needs of the pilot community
swiftly and efficiently.
Penultimately, Vasa Babic presented a sobering safety analysis of
IFR accidents within GA in Europe over the past decade, drawing
some compelling lessons, obviously about not going below predetermined minima, but less obviously about the safety implications
of the very limited number of approved instrument approaches at
VFR airfields across Europe, and the multiple accidents that would
most likely not have occurred if operated in a US environment which
has a far more extensive rollout of GNSS approach approvals even at
uncontrolled airfields.
Finally the afternoon concluded with the formal business of the
AGM, acceptance of the accounts, re-appointment of the directors
and those executive committee members who stood for re-election.
Appreciation and thanks were recorded for the sterling editorial and
committee work that had been contributed by David Earle who had
recently stepped down.
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Colmar—Social Weekend 2014
Axel-Stéphane Smørgrav

I had been looking forward to my first escapade with PPL/IR Europe
since I joined a few months before the trip. Everything was in place.
Airplane booked; flight plan ready to be filed; the only thing missing
was halfway decent weather to make the trip in an aircraft in which
the stormscope was out for repairs and without any other weatheravoidance equipment.

The weather on the day didn’t look too good. Warm, moist air was
coming up from the south and there were extensive areas of convective activity throughout half of western France. The further east and
south you got, the worse it looked. I found no encouragement in a
phone call to the met office. At one point I seriously considered
trading the airplane for a car, but one more glance at the weather
radar image and I decided to go without further delay.
The route from LFPT took us around Paris to the North and once
we were handed over to Seine we got a direct to EPL at FL070. Flight
conditions were VMC with mostly good visibility until we got to
EPL. Then things got interesting. We circumnavigated dark clouds
the best we could, eventually getting to the Vosges mountains over
which a squall line made us divert to the north until we got in sight
of the Rhine at which point we started a visual approach to Colmar.
The tower controller was very accommodating, inquiring about our
flight conditions. The only constraint we got was to stay west of the
Rhine River. We made it to a right downwind 01, and completed our
base turn over the industrial area.
On the ground we were greeted by Ben Hines in a canary coloured
PPL/IR tee-shirt, as well as three helpful douaniers (customs officers)
who called the pompier (fireman) who also acted as pompiste (fuel
servant). I fuelled and parked the DA40 on the grass next to David
T’s PA28R and David A’s M20R just as Paul’s Jetprop landed, before
walking back to the terminal where I found my wife entertaining the
good pompiste and the administrative airport personnel with the
football match between France and Germany on her cell phone.
Thankfully the minibus arrived before the match was over and we
were soon checked in at the hotel with plenty of time to freshen up
prior to a before-dinner drink in the bar. The hotel was of a high
standard, centrally located opposite the Colmar train station. The
rooms were of a good size with very nice bathrooms featuring a tub
as well as a shower, and a separate restroom. And free WiFi of course,
which is a must for people visiting from abroad who don’t want to
pay exorbitant data roaming charges.
A separate room at the hotel was the venue for the first dinner.
Half-a-dozen tables were dressed and very clever small name tags with
each participant’s pre-selected menu choices printed on them were
handed out.
In addition to the meal itself being exquisite, dinner was clearly a
good opportunity to get to know fellow members and significant
others. Conversation at all tables was animated and the topics varied
from engine management and the virtues (or not) of LOP operations,
to lighter subjects like the likelihood that an unnamed, Francophile,
Dutch member had actually set foot in Albania in the 1970s.
Breakfast the next morning was a self-organised affair before we
all boarded a coach at 9:00am sharp. Our guide, Mme Muriel Brun,
was from the “inside” of France, ie not a native Alsatian. During the
35-minute drive to Château du Haut-Kœniegsbourg she managed
to give us a thorough introduction to Alsatian history (it was French,
then German, then French again, then German and finally since
1918 French), and Alsatian cuisine (you basically marinate everything
in delicious Alsace Riesling, natürlich).
For me, driving through the Alsatian countryside was a revelation
since it was my first real visit of this province. Very well maintained
city centres, buildings in traditional Alsatian style with timber framing, rendered and painted in light colours, exemplary clean streets,
flowered (geraniums), and the absence of ugly billboards made quite
an impression.

Infrared image of Europe on July 4th at 15:00 UTC

Flight-planned and actual routes
102/2014
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Vineyard overlooking Riquewihr

In Riquewihr we had lunch at “La Grappe d’Or”—duck liver paté
with pear jam, pork fillet and spätzle noodles. Sadly, as far as I could
tell, nothing was marinated in Riesling… Following lunch we had
some time for a walk in the old town before we set off to the Bott
Frères winery in Ribeauvillé.
Nicole Bott, the winery’s sales director, was our guide for the visit.
She proudly told us that she had finally received an order from the
Elysée palace (well done, by the way). Nicole was a cheerful, shorthaired brunette with eyes that sparkled like her crémant, who spoke
about the winery and their wines with great enthusiasm, at a high
pace, supplementing her English vocabulary with some well-chosen
onomatopoeia which conveyed her thoughts with great precision.
After the visit, came time for wine tasting, and buying within the
limits of MTOW and CG.
Had we had children with us the highlight of the day would have
been the visit to the Daniel Stoffel chocolate factory in Ribeauvillé,
a stone’s throw from the winery. After a short introductory film, two
master chocolatiers dressed as Muppets demonstrated how various
chocolates are made and filled before we moved into the shop.
Château du Haut-Kœniegsbourg

Our first stop, Château du Haut-Kœniegsbourg, is one of many
medieval castles built on the flanks of the Vosges Mountains to defend
France against attacks from the East—or vice-versa depending on
who dominated Alsace at that particular time. Originally built in the
11th century, burned down in 1462, rebuilt in 1479, besieged, looted
and burned by the Swedes in 1633 after which it was abandoned until
1862 when it was classified as historical monument by the French
authorities. In 1871 Alsace again came under German sovereignty
following the war of 1870, and Emperor Wilhelm II undertook its
restoration in 1900 to make it a showcase of German civilization.
From the castle there was an astounding view over the plain of Alsace
all the way to the Rhine, which was the principle reason why the
castle was built in that location in the first place. You enter the castle
through a succession of drawbridges before reaching the living
quarters. The interior is furnished with original Alsace/Lorraine style
furniture (except for a single chest which was a replica), as well as a
number of ceramic ovens either rebuilt or imported from Austria.
Following the visit we reboarded the coach and drove to the city
of Riquewihr. Underway we were introduced to the stork, a majestic
bird that is said to bring the babies to the world—although our tour
guide, Mme Brun, thought it was more romantic to say that boys
were born in cabbages, and girls in roses. Storks were everywhere as
municipalities have been installing special platforms on the roofs of
public building and churches on which the storks can build nests,
and have reintroduced a species that was nearly extinct in the 1970s.
Instrument Pilot

Making chocolate (photo: Sjoerd Jan ter Welle)

Now was time to hurry back to the hotel for refreshments before
our purchases melted as the temperatures on this Saturday reached a
maximum of 31ºC. After a brief rest it was time to meet again for
dinner, this time in the hotel’s Michelin starred Au Rendez Vous de
Chasse restaurant.
The next morning we gathered in front of the hotel for a group
photograph before a tour of the old Colmar. Colmar is a small town
of roughly 65 thousand inhabitants located in the Alsace Wine region
and considered to be the Alsatian Wine capital. Situated in the rain
shadow of the Vosges Mountains, it enjoys a very warm and dry
climate with temperatures reaching 40ºC in the summer, but having
amongst the lowest annual level of precipitation in France. Although
the climate is dry, the underground is full of water thanks to the
abundant rain over the Vosges.
8
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Trip participants (photo: Sjoerd Jan ter Welle)

Shop sign in Colmar at the heart of the Alsace Wine Route

Muriel first took us to the tanners’ district. As the name indicates,
this district was populated by tanners who dried their hides at the
windows after having tanned and washed them in a little canal
derived from the river Lauch. In order to facilitate the drying process,
the houses’ roofs were open so air could circulate. The stench used
to be terrible and the district was eventually abandoned, presumably
when tanning became industrialised. In the 1960s the authorities
acquired the houses from their former owners, renovated them and
sold them as low-cost housing. Today, the tanners’ district is one of
the most desirable places to live in Colmar.
Next up was the fishermen’s and fish merchant’s district, and Little
Venice that got its name because the alignment of houses along the
river Lauch resembles the canals in Venice.

Colmar’s main economic activity is tourism, but it also hosts the
French headquarters of several well-known multi-national companies
like Liebherr (industrial vehicles), Timken (steel and alloy parts),
Sony, Knauf and Behr, and French companies like Schmidt (kitchen
manufacturer) which have plants in the industrial area surrounding
Colmar’s airport. In 2001 the mayor of Colmar had been elected with
a programme that called for the closure of the airport. The battle for
the preservation of the airport culminated in 2004 when the leaders
of local industry demonstrated at the airport arguing that it was
essential for maintaining their activity in Colmar. Due to a lack of
viable alternatives, the plans to close the airport were abandoned—
at least for the time being.
On Sunday the weather was not looking too good for westbound
flights. This time a cold front was slicing through France moving
from west to east, prompting some to make an early escape at the
expense of skipping lunch. I had decided not to let the weather spoil
our fun and so delayed any go/no-go decision. During the afternoon
I determined that the better option would clearly be to stay another
night as the front looked fairly active. Spending another evening with
David and Hilary, David, Ben and Stephen was without doubt much
more pleasant than being bounced around in CBs. Later on in the
evening a very heavy rain shower and strong winds reminded us of
why we were still there, and the next morning’s press headlines were
all about the hailstorms, rain and winds that had swept through a
line roughly from the Pyrenees to Alsace. Then on Monday morning
we had an uneventful flight back to LFPT, mostly VMC except for
the initial climb.
This was the first time Anila and I participated in such an event,
and we both very much enjoyed ourselves. We discovered a new part
of France and met a wonderful group of people from all over Europe,
predominantly from outside Schengen. One of the great strengths of
the weekend was that it held something for everyone, including the
accompanying spouses and friends. We will certainly participate in
the next summer trip provided it fits into our schedules.
I must thank Stephen and Ben for their excellent organisation. The
most remarkable thing was we barely noticed that they did anything
apart from when Ben welcomed us at the airport and when Stephen
collected money for the kitty. I believe this was a tribute to how well
it was planned, and how smoothly it all unfolded.
As a final bonus, Colmar airport’s management kindly waived the
weekend parking charges for all attendees.

Little Venice
102/2014
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Kenyan Safari
Anthony Bowles

Since retirement nearly three years ago, Miranda and I have escaped
the rigors of a UK February and sought warmer climes. Following a
successful expedition in my Beech Bonanza last year to Oman in
tandem with Phil Caiger flying his Malibu Mirage, this year Kenya
beckoned. One of our sons with business interests there took a
holiday house on the coast near Malindi and invited us to stay for a
few days and we had long wanted to visit some of Kenya’s famous
safari lodges. For members who may contemplate undertaking a
similar trip, it may be useful to know how I planned the flight and
arranged clearances and fuel. Some of what I say echoes comments
made by John Shannon in his article on preparing for his Atlantic
run in Instrument Pilot issue 100.

generally flew VFR, all flights were flown IFR, and in practice an
instrument rating is necessary to navigate through the likely European
weather found in February without undue delays. Even so, both on
this trip and last year’s trip to Oman, extensive bad weather in Greece
with significant icing delayed us by a day, so it is sensible to build an
allowance for this into the trip timetable.

The aircraft
I bought my Bonanza Juliet Bravo early in 2011; it was on the D
register and I transferred it over to the G register shortly after
purchase. It is a 1992 A36 model, then with the original avionics fit,
and RGV carried out a major avionics refurbishment soon after
purchase including fitting dual Garmin nav/com/GPS units, a Sandel
3500 EHSI and Avidyne MFD, and at the same time they installed
Osborne tip tanks giving a still air range of around 1,350nm. Most
legs on this trip were between 700nm and 800nm, which in theory
allowed comfortable reserves although in practice on certain parts of
the route, diversion airfields were far distant and it was necessary to
carefully calculate the points of no return. The longest leg was Sitia,
Greece to Aswan in south Egypt, a distance of 830nm.
You need to ensure that the aircraft is properly serviced before
departure and all ancillary equipment such as life jackets and rafts,
emergency radio etc, is in good working order. Because I was going
to need about 70 flying hours, I arranged for RGV to carry out a 150
hour check before departure and at the same time ensure compliance
with all AD’s due in the next 100 hours; this meant I could have a
basic 50 hour check done in Nairobi before setting off on the return
flight. Because the Nairobi maintenance people who carried out the
check (and to whom I recommend to any other itinerant travellers)
do not have EASA licences/approval, I signed the check off as PIC
to remain EASA legal. This can only be done for 50 hour checks.
I also wanted to land at the safari lodge airstrips in Kenya; the two
I used at Lewa Downs and Loisaba were around 1,000m long and
constructed of “murram”—a crushed and rolled sandstone material
which suited Juliet Bravo well, but may not suit certain types of
aircraft with lower ground clearance. There are other issues with the
use of these airstrips to which I return later.

Anthony Bowles and Phil Caiger with handlers at Khartoum airport

My wife who flew out with me is not a pilot and for domestic
reasons had to return to the UK before me so Phil Caiger kindly came
out to Nairobi to fly back with me. We shared the flying and two
pilots certainly ease and quicken the ground turnarounds, especially
if you have to refuel from barrels with your own pump and fuel hose
as was the case in Khartoum, Loki and Masra Matruh.
Refuelling equipment and spares
I had put together the refuelling kit for our trip to Oman last year
where, in the event, it was not required. It consists of a plastic rotary
pump of a make recommended to me by another PPL/IR Europe
member and a length of avgas compatible marine hose with a suitable
brass fitting to provide a nozzle, an earthing wire and clips, and a
funnel incorporating a water filter. All this was packed in the back of
the aircraft in two plastic boxes.
I also took some basic spares: main and nose wheels and inner
tubes; oil and air filters; and spark plugs; on the basis that if anything
else was needed, it could be quickly fedexed out to me.
The weather
I downloaded a couple of articles on Sudan and Kenya climatology
and also consulted the Handbook of Aviation Meteorology (HMSO
3rd edition, 1994) in relation to the African end of the flying. From
November to early March, weather is not normally a problem on the
route with generally high pressure and light northerly winds at
700hPa giving fine albeit hazy conditions. Rising dust can sometimes
be a problem together with the odd depression running through the
Mediterranean into Egypt giving rise to the occasional gusty squall
there. The ITCZ (Inter Tropical Convergence Zone) lies to the south
of Kenya in our winter time. However from March onwards, it moves
steadily north leading to the “long rains” in Kenya from March
through to May, and generally much less good flying weather during
these months and again, for a shorter period, in the autumn. Afternoon temperatures in February in Egypt were very pleasant at around
the 25ºC mark, rising to 35ºC in Khartoum but, with very dry air,
this does not feel unpleasant. The lowlands of northern Kenya were
on the hot side, approaching 40ºC by day but Nairobi, some 5,600ft
amsl is pleasant with afternoon temperatures around 25ºC. Overnight and early morning in all these places it was quite cool. Freezing
levels rose steadily starting from around 10,000ft over Egypt to about
15,000ft over Kenya.

The pilot
Other than trips to countries on the south side the Mediterranean, I
hadn’t done any serious African flying before, but have accumulated
a respectable number of hours over 43 years flying. Pilots considering
this sort of venture should feel comfortable about undertaking long
cross countries over generally featureless countryside with at times
only intermittent radio communication. For this sort of flying, a
reliable autopilot, which can hold heading and altitude, is almost
essential in my view. Lower time pilots, if confident of their abilities,
should not be put off undertaking this sort of trip, but they may wish
to share the flying with another pilot or fly in tandem with a second
aircraft. An instrument rating is not essential for weather reasons so
far as the African part of the flying is concerned, at least in the time
of year when we went, but with the exception of Kenya where I
Instrument Pilot
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The route
We planned to leave Europe at Sitia on Crete, stopping the night
before at Corfu, a favourite overnight stop of ours, having routed to
Corfu on a tactical basis depending on the weather. Sitia is a good
jumping off place for Egypt, convenient for GA but in winter has
very limited opening hours so these need to be carefully checked.
Avgas is available in any quantity from barrels and can be paid for on
a BP card. The little port town of Sitia is about ten minutes from the
airport; it is an attractive spot, but hotel and restaurant facilities are
again somewhat limited in the winter months although perfectly
adequate. Handling is not obligatory but we used Skyserve (formerly
Olympic) who provide an excellent service for a modest charge.
Thereafter the route to Kenya is pretty well fixed with legs confined
to the airways. If you have the range and do not want to stop off in
Cairo, go direct to Aswan—about 200nm over the Mediterranean
and then 600nm+ over the featureless Western Egyptian desert. If
you want to visit Cairo on the way, then you have to clear inbound
at a port of entry—Port Said being the one recommended by my
handlers (of which more later) and then fly to 6th October airport
which is the GA field for Cairo.

able to use route 2. This has higher MEA than route 1 and requires
the use of oxygen; I hoped to use route 1 for the return leg but trouble
flared up again in Malakal making this inadvisable, so we used route
2 instead. Route 2 would allow me to fly directly to Nairobi without
an intermediate stop at Loki but having paid for my fuel, I was going
to use it. Once in Kenya, flying is unrestricted provided your overall
routing has been previously cleared by the authorities—see later. For
those legs requiring oxygen, we carried a portable system which
catered well for our needs.
Overflight clearances
Once you leave Europe, you need overflight/landing permits for all
the African countries we visited. Last year, I used Mike Gray of White
Rose Aviation who provided a very efficient permit acquisition service
although we made the majority of handling/fuel arrangements ourselves. Since then, however, I had become aware of General Aviation
Support Egypt (GASE), an organisation founded some four years ago
by Eddie Gould and Ahmed Hassan to promote GA in Egypt. In
addition to securing the necessary permits, GASE offered to arrange
handling and fuel supplies along the way, and there was much to be
said for adopting this turnkey approach. In the event, their arrangements worked very well—I commend them to members undertaking
any similar trips. Their website www.gasupportegypt.com gives all of
the relevant details.
Handling and fuel
Handling is essential in Egypt and Khartoum. While it is possible to
self-handle in Kenya, I would certainly recommend retaining an
agent at Nairobi Wilson, a very busy field with a mix of commercial
and GA traffic. In Egypt, avgas at Aswan and Mersa Matruh was
available at a reasonable price from the military, and usually available
at a rather higher price at 6th October, but not available from Port
Said unless special arrangements are made in advance. There seems
to be avgas in barrels at Khartoum but it is desirable for the handler
to reserve this for you in advance. Once in Kenya, avgas is generally
available from a bowser at most fields (but it’s worth checking in
advance) at prices not dissimilar to the UK.
The Kenyan CAA requires your entire route in their country to be
approved in advance, including landings at safari lodge airstrips and
this clearance is scrutinised when each flight plan is filed—obligatory
at least for non-Kenyan registered aircraft. My Nairobi Wilson
handler was especially helpful there as flight plans cannot be filed at
remote airstrips. Although in theory, airborne plans can be filed, I
found it easier to email the plan to the handler who would then file
it on my behalf. One reason for the obligatory flight plan is that it
attracts a navigation charge collected in US$ before filing is
completed. In theory, changes to your route can be made for an
additional fee, but my handler told me that in practice, it is often
very difficult to secure the Kenyan CAA’s agreement for this.

Outbound and return routes as flown

From Aswan it is a 535nm flight to Khartoum and then there are
three possible routes to Nairobi. The most direct (1) goes directly
south from Khartoum into South Sudan just north of Malakal before
turning SE and entering Kenyan airspace just NW of Lokichoggio
(Loki) then continuing SE to Nairobi. A slightly longer route (2)
takes an earlier turn to the SE routing through SW Ethiopia before
returning to South Sudan airspace for a short leg and entering Kenya
NE of Loki. A third much longer route (3) avoiding South Sudan
airspace goes ESE to Addis Adaba in Ethiopia and then SW to Loki
or more S direct to Nairobi.
Here the politics come in; South Sudan is one of the newest
countries in the world and is presently somewhat troubled. In
December 2013 and early January 2014 it looked advisable to avoid
South Sudan airspace altogether, which would have meant adopting
route 3 via Addis. The problem with this is that avgas is normally
unobtainable there (one of our members doing a similar trip at
around the same time did find some) although my reserves would
allow me to follow this route provided I refuelled at Loki. So in early
January I arranged for a couple of barrels of avgas to be delivered to
Loki, one for the outbound flight and one for the homebound flight.
In the event, things calmed down in South Sudan so that we were
102/2014

GenDec
Once out of Europe, never takeoff without having a stamped GenDec
(General Declaration) with you to show at the next point of landing.
It effectively acts as a “passport” for aircraft and crew and when night
stopping will normally allow you into the country without the need
for a visa, although you may have to surrender your passport at the
airport. My non-pilot wife usually manages to get in as “crew”
although last year Abu Dhabi would not allow this, and she had to
get a visa for her overnight stay. In Khartoum as my “cabin services
director” in appropriate uniform, the hotel offered us separate rooms
and were quite surprised when we said we would like to be together!
The handling agent will get the required stamps on the GenDec form
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but it is all too easy in the moments just before departure to forget
to take the form from the handler. It is worthwhile taking some spare
forms in the aircraft as some airfields want several copies.

Iridium satellites and runs on a couple of AA batteries. A satellite
phone wired into the aircraft’s audio system with an external aerial
completed our communications system.
I have already mentioned that VHF comms are somewhat patchy
particularly in areas around South Sudan, west Ethiopia and northern
Kenya. There is a fair volume of overflying CAT who will relay for
you, particularly as most ATC units like to receive an operations
normal report once an hour. Most of our flying was done between
FL100 and FL130 with occasional legs at up to FL150.
Our route back was very similar to our route out except that as
neither Phil nor I had seen Cairo before, we decided to schedule a
two night stop at 6th October and visit the pyramids and other sights.
Rather unfortunately our timetable called for this to happen on a
Friday—demonstration day after prayers in the mosque—and this
somewhat curtailed our sightseeing. A further aggravation was that
fuel turned out to be temporarily unavailable at 6th October and
military activity doubled our flight time to the planned exit point of
Port Said. In the event, as related in the blog, a satisfactory solution
eventually emerged through the good offices of GASE’s Ahmed—
but our recommendation on the whole is to avoid stopping in Cairo
unless you really need to. Ground handling was particularly quick
and efficient at Aswan and Khartoum.
Necessarily this is a somewhat broad brush description of what was
a well worthwhile and occasionally slightly challenging trip which I
certainly recommend to others. There is more detail which I am
happy to share with anyone contemplating doing a similar trip; please
feel free to email me gajb@corsock.com. My thanks also to Phil for
keeping me company on the way home, suggesting improvements to
this write up and drawing the route map.

Hot and high
Nairobi and many of the airstrips in Kenya including the two I visited
are 5,500ft+ amsl and with the high daytime temperatures, mean that
effective density altitudes can approach 9,000ft with the deleterious
effect that this has on takeoff and climb performance, particularly on
normally aspirated engines. Care must be taken in working out fuel
uplifts to keep the aircraft as light as consistent with the route to be
flown and, as far as possible, departures planned for the early morning
when the air is at its coolest. The two strips I visited had 24-hour
security but even so, it is sensible to place thorn branches round the
aircraft wheels to deter marauding hyenas from eating the tyres!

Juliet Bravo at Loisable airstrip with guide Robert and gun bearer Kubak

The flying
I shall not describe this in detail as I maintained a daily flying blog
http://truffle.corsock.com/users/Anthony%20Bowles/ so please refer to
this. We would fly one or two sectors a day normally setting off in
the early morning. It is worth noting that, once in Africa, many of
the published traditional navigation aids (VOR/NDB’s etc) are not
serviceable so you are wholly reliable on GPS or the Mark I eyeball.
My aircraft is fitted with dual GPS receivers and, as a backup, I had
the Jeppesen FD app running on my mini iPad. There are no aviation
topographical maps as such other than the now obsolete and difficult
to find US 1:1,000,000 ONC charts. I spent a happy hour or so in
Stanfords purchasing some topographical maps of Sudan, Ethiopia
and Kenya and marking up my route on them—largely to check
terrain clearance—but in practice did not use these in flight.
Met information is variable. I used the WAFS Africa area charts
for upper winds, the ECMWF Africa charts for pressure distribution
and got TAFs and METARs from the neat AeroWeather app on my
iPhone and iPad. In Kenya, a significant weather chart for central
Africa was available as part of the briefing documentation.
A by-product of this trip is my conversion to the paperless cockpit.
My wife’s Christmas present was a mini iPad replacing my old rather
larger iPad of three year’s vintage. The mini iPad is a much better size
for putting on a kneeboard, and I installed the Jeppesen TC and FD
apps—the former enabling all airfield charts to be displayed. Before
departure, I had printed out the charts for the airfields we were due
to visit together with alternates but in the event did not use any paper
charts. I marked the airfields we were due to visit and alternatives as
“favourites” on the TC app, and called up the necessary STAR, SID
and other charts from there. I also had these available on the Avidyne
MFD providing a duplicate source of data.
I bought a DeLorme tracker device enabling family and friends to
see where we were at any time; this also has a facility to send out a
mayday signal if anything goes wrong, fortunately not needed in our
case! This gadget needs to be positioned somewhere it can see the
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Departure

Destination

Avignon

Corfu

Carlisle
Corfu
Sitia

Aswan

Avignon
Sitia

Aswan

Khartoum

Distance NM

Flight Time

791

5hr 17

762
430
827
532

5hr 35
2hr 45
5hr 20
3hr 35

Khartoum

Lokichoggio

780

5hr 04

Lokichoggio

Nairobi Wilson

390

2hr 28

Malindi

Lewa Downs

270

2hr 10

Nairobi

Lewa Downs
Loisaba
Nairobi

Lokichoggio
Khartoum
Aswan

6th October

Malindi

Loisaba

231
48

Nairobi Wilson

140

Khartoum

780

Lokichoggio
Aswan

6th October

Mersa Matruh

372
549
399

1hr 35
0hr 25
1hr 00
2hr 55
4hr 45
3hr 43
2hr 48

294

2hr 00

Mersa Matruh Heraklion

296

2hr 10

Salerno

535

3hr 30

Heraklion

Salerno

Avignon

Biggin Hill

Biggin Hill

Avignon
Carlisle

627
528
277

4hr 48
3hr 28

Avgas Availability
Bowser/BP card
Bowser/BP card
Barrel/BP card

Military bowser, cash

Barrel, pump required,
cash
Prepaid barrel, pump
required
Bowser, credit card
Bowser, credit card
None
None

Bowser, credit card
As outbound
As outbound
As outbound

Usually available, but
expensive

Barrel from military,
pay for approx upload
Bowser/BP card
Credit card

Bowser/BP card

1hr 55

Route details
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Bringing EGNOS Benefits to
the GA Community

Víctor Álvarez, Service Adoption Engineer at the ESSP (EGNOS Service Provider)
Carmen Aguilera, Market Development Officer at GSA (European GNSS Agency)
Today the terms “EGNOS” and “LPV approach” should be familiar
to most Instrument Pilot readers. Articles like those written by Paul
Draper in IP89 and Klaas Wagenaar in IP94 back in 2012 provided
excellent insights on the advantages and benefits of using the
EGNOS service during approach operations as well as interesting
lessons on the avionics modifications they had to face in order to
make use of the service.
EGNOS allows flying LPV approaches, which are ILS look-alike
approach operations based on satellite navigation, hence not requiring
the on-ground installation of costly radio navigation aids.
Since then, EGNOS has evolved in many aspects and by 2015
should enable operations down to 200ft minima. In parallel, the
deployment of EGNOS-based operations has continued and today
there are more than 100 LPV operations published around Europe.
In this article, the ESSP as the EGNOS Service Provider and the
European GNSS Agency provide information on its benefits for
general aviation users and ongoing activities to facilitate its adoption
by airspace users.

Today, all panel mount GPS/Nav/Com units available from
Garmin are EGNOS interoperable, and so are forthcoming products
from BendixKing and Avidyne.
The service (EGNOS) and avionics elements are already available
for airspace users, so what is currently slowing a massive adoption of
EGNOS in general aviation? To date several factors have been
identified by the community, and in this article we will explain what
is being worked on to overcome these challenges.
LPV approaches: the more the better
The first European LPV procedure was introduced in Pau (France)
on the 17th March 2011, and a total of 108 LPVs had been published
by 1st May 2014. On top of these, approval has been granted in some
states so EGNOS can also be used to fly LNAV/VNAV procedures,
increasing the number to a total of 184 EGNOS-based approaches.
The full list of airports with EGNOS-based procedures is available
at www.essp-sas.eu.
By looking at individual states it can be seen that progress is not
homogenous. France, for example, has accumulated a total of 65 LPV
approaches and DSNA, the French ANSP, is committed to an
ambitious roadmap aiming to publish 200 PBN and EGNOS based
approach procedures in the coming years. In addition, by 2015
EGNOS should provide a performance equivalent to ILS CAT I with
decision height (DH) as low as 200ft, and it is foreseen that about
50 ILS CAT I systems will be decommissioned which will reduce
navigation infrastructure costs.
In the UK, work is ongoing at different levels and, based on the
analyses conducted by the ESSP, it is expected that more than 40 LPV
approaches will be published during the next couple of years, mainly
distributed between Scotland and Southern England.
Switzerland (4), Austria (2), Germany (14), Finland (2), Italy (7),
Guernsey (1) and the Czech Republic (4) have already published LPV
approaches and plan to publish many more over the next few years.
Norway and Spain have just started—they have both published
LPVs for their first airport and have ambitious implementation plans
for the short term future. Other countries such as Belgium, Croatia,
Denmark, Ireland, Romania and Sweden are working on their first
procedures and, benefitting from GSA support, plan to have them
ready for publication by the end of the year.
The ESSP and GSA are participating in specific actions and setting
up various projects with countries within the committed coverage
area (EU-28), and beyond, where the service has not yet been adopted
and hence there are no published LPV approaches in their national
AIPs. This is the case in most Eastern and Balkan countries (such as
Hungary, Moldova and Serbia amongst others) and also in some
North-African countries around the Mediterranean area.
Summing up, for all airports and countries interested in getting
their approach procedures published, the ESSP continues to provide
assistance. Any action required towards operationally introducing
LPV procedures is supported by the company, either by taking on
certain tasks or by providing advice on how to cope with others
thanks to the experience already gained while working with numerous
airports and air navigation service providers. ESSP is helping various
states include EGNOS in their national PBN implementation plans,

About EGNOS and the service provider
EGNOS is the European Satellite Based Augmentation System
(SBAS), a system owned by the European Union which provides both
improved accuracy and integrity information over the GPS system
and will do so for Galileo too when it becomes operational. This
augmentation information is broadcast by geostationary satellites.
The navigation solution supported by an appropriate receiver (TSOC145c or C146d) making use of GPS+EGNOS will be more
accurate and, above all, safer than GPS-only navigation. The EGNOS
services are provided free of charge.
ESSP, the pan-European ANSP, has been providing the EGNOS
open service since 2009. In July 2010 the company was certified by
the French National Supervisory Authority according to the Single
European Sky (SES) legislation. Since March 2011 the Safety-of-Life
(SoL) service has been available for civil aviation. As part of the service
provision activities, ESSP provides NOTAM proposals to the local
NOTAM offices. Last year the company renewed its contract and
will continue to be the EGNOS service provider for the period 2014
to 2021. The new contract awarded to ESSP is particularly focused
on consolidating the adoption of the services in civil aviation and on
extending the number of domains and applications in which the
system’s superior performance may be used, such as rail, maritime,
agriculture and surveying.
Time for EGNOS adoption in general aviation
The European Global Navigation Satellite Systems Agency (GSA—
the official EU agency managing public interests related to European
satellite navigation programmes) recognises that general aviation is
one of the main markets for EGNOS in civil aviation. Actually, a
survey sponsored by GSA in 2012 confirmed the vast majority of the
European GA IFR community (85%) is either interested in installing
and using a satellite based augmentation system or, at the least, have
considered using it. Approximately 48% of participants indicated
their aircraft are already SBAS capable, although this does not always
mean they are allowed to perform LPV approach procedures.
102/2014
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and will conduct specific case studies (business and/or performancerelated) for interested aircraft or airport operators on request.
If you would like to see a LPV approach at you home base, or at
any other airport, or if you are a flying club or a training organisation
who would like to benefit from EGNOS, do not hesitate to contact
the ESSP through the different channels that you will find at the end
of this article.

authority for each specific implementation. These enablers are also
being analysed for completed and ongoing implementations such as
those mentioned above.
EGNOS for general aviation
Flight training is considered to be a key instrument in order to
consolidate the long-term penetration strategy of EGNOS inside civil
aviation. To this end, the ESSP has initiated some actions in order to
promote EGNOS among GA associations, flight clubs and flight
schools, and to support the latter in the development of their training
packages in line with EASA’s AMC 20-28 training syllabus. The first
meetings and conversations with national AOPA’s have started and a
much deeper and constant collaboration with PPL/IR Europe is under
coordination for the benefit of all instrument pilots.
Along with flight training support initiatives, the ESSP will
participate in the next round of EGAST (European General Aviation
Safety Team) meetings. The EGAST safety partnership’s main
mission is to promote and initiate best practices and awareness in
order to improve safety for all sectors of general aviation. EGNOS,
as an enabler to safely navigate under degraded visual conditions and
as a means to reduce CFIT accidents during the approach phase of
flight, is a cost-effective means of increasing safety in GA. The GSA
and the ESSP are planning to publish a leaflet later on this year under
the umbrella of EGAST on the safety benefits derived from the use
of EGNOS.
See https://easa.europa.eu/essi/egast for further information on
EGAST.

LPVs at small aerodromes
EGNOS is the perfect match to implement Instrument Approach
Procedures (IAPs) at medium sized or light traffic aerodromes that
may not be able to afford costly ground radio navigation aids such as
ILS, along with other costly ground infrastructure changes. The
service provides an unprecedented level of performance for this
aviation segment.
As a result, Europe has a service (EGNOS) which allows deploying
IAPs at not so well-equipped aerodromes. However, some airport
stakeholders cannot afford the expenses required to adapt their runways to “instrument” requirements like lightning systems, taxiways,
runway strip dimensions, etc. What else can be done in order to avoid
spending tens of thousands of euros in adapting the rest of the
infrastructure?
Both the GSA and the ESSP are aware of this potential barrier to
the wide-scale deployment of LPVs and are working on it.
In this line, it is interesting to follow an initiative from UK CAA,
in response to demands from airports owners, aimed at improving
safety at those aerodromes where publication of an IAP is currently
not possible. At the moment the UK CAA is drafting CAP 1122,
titled Application for Instrument Approach Procedures to Aerodromes
without an Instrument Runway and/or Approach Control. This policy
promulgates the process of approving the establishment of IAPs to
runways which do not meet instrument runway criteria and/or at
certain aerodromes which do not provide an approach control service
by performing a customised risk-based assessment.
Several airports looking forward to LPV implementation, for
example Barra (EGPR) in Scotland or St Mary’s airport (EGHE) on
the Isles of Scilly, do not meet the requirements set out in Annex 14
for “instrument runways” and are waiting for the final CAP 1122
publication to confirm when they will be able to carry on with their
implementation activities.
In Switzerland, Les Eplatures (LSGC) and St Gallen-Altenrhein
(LSZR) possess non-instrument runways according to the Swiss AIP.
LPV procedures were implemented in these airports by Skyguide
(Swiss ANSP) towards the end of 2011.
The case of La Perdiz aerodrome (LEIZ) in Spain has been
carefully studied by AENA (the main Spanish ANSP) and the
aerodrome’s owner. Based on the requirements set out by the
authority, it has been assessed that by strictly following current ICAO
regulations it is not worth performing the necessary investments to
allow the use of instrument procedures. However, it is acknowledged
that the use of instrument procedures in such aerodromes would
enhance safety and accessibility.
By the end of 2014, ICAO will publish new amendments to
several of its Annexes and other documentation currently driving the
deployment of instrument procedures. Among others, the change to
Annex 14 (Aerodromes) will redefine “non-instrument runways” to
include the operation of aircraft using instrument approach
procedures down to minima equal to or better than VMC.
This shall in many cases alleviate the investments required by the
airport operator. However, yet other drivers for the implementation
such as the type of ATS services provided, if any, or the source of
MET information need to be considered and agreed with the
Instrument Pilot

Facilitating EGNOS on board
As already mentioned, all of the latest Garmin panel mount GPS
units are EGNOS compatible. The GTN touchscreen series obtained
EASA’s ETSO and AML STC certification at the end of 2011. This
means that they can be installed in a wide range of aircraft models
without the need of an additional supplemental type certificate (STC)
from EASA. Their predecessors, the popular GNS 430W and 530W,
although EASA certified, never obtained an AML from EASA, which
meant that together with the cost of the box, aircraft owners had to
pay for the purchase of an STC, if available, or for the development
of a new one. While the GNS 430W is still available for purchase,
used units can often be found on specialised websites or through
second-hand distributors. Since its popularity is very high—which
goes in favour of EGNOS adoption—the GSA is working in
conjunction with PPL/IR Europe and GAMA on the development of
an AML STC approval for the GNS 430W/530W range of models,
in order to enable low cost installation of these boxes for a wide range
of aircraft in the short term.
In parallel, the ESSP has already established formal contacts with
BendixKing and Avidyne, firms which will be soon selling their GAoriented panel-mounts touch screen SBAS units. Both companies are
in the process of obtaining FAA certification for their units: Avidyne
for their 430 and 530 replacements—the IFD440 and the IFD540
respectively; and BendixKing for its KSN 770 multi-functional
display. ESSP plans to help BendixKing and Avidyne get European
certification of their products accompanied by an STC AML.
Looking at future trends
What else can be expected in the coming years in relation to EGNOS
for civil aviation? The answer covers many different aspects, but here
is a brief summary of what may be expected over several time frames.
First, in the short-term, and while the number of LPV published
approaches continues to increase, a significant part of the aviation
community is looking forward to the next evolution of the service:
14
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EGNOS arrived in 2011 and is here to stay, use it!

• which will include an extended service area to provide APV-1
availability in EU28 (except in Cyprus). This extension will be
particularly significant in the Northern and Eastern regions.
During the next couple of years some European states will
publish their first LPV procedures and airspace users will benefit
from EGNOS services;
• which will cope with the so-called LPV-200 service level, ie the
capability to be used for approach procedures down to a DH of
200ft without the need of ground based infrastructure. As the
key enabler of the ICAO term SBAS CAT-I in Europe, EGNOS
will become the affordable and cost effective alternative to CAT
I ILS systems for precision approach runways.
In the mid-term, the acronym “LP” might become more familiar
and therefore it’s also worth having it in mind. “LP” corresponds to
localiser performance without vertical guidance—a procedure which
takes advantage of the superior horizontal accuracy and integrity
provided by SBAS but without vertical guidance. The LP concept
was developed by the FAA to gain benefit from WAAS at locations
where terrain or obstructions prevented publishing a vertically guided
procedure. If LPV can be considered equivalent to an ILS, then LP
102/2014

is equivalent to a glideslope inoperative LOC procedure. Hence an
LP approach is one flown to a MDA(H) rather than a DA(H).
In the longer term, EGNOS will play its role as a complementary
system to the European core-constellation Galileo, providing an
augmentation and integrity layer in the future multi-constellation
and multi-frequency GNSS environment.
The EGNOS user support
The ESSP team will be happy and willing to deal with enquiries from
users and to provide support inside the GA community. Moreover,
information on EGNOS and its services can be found at the EGNOS
user support website egnos-user-support.essp-sas.eu. Information about
the status of the service and its signal in space is provided for visitors,
together with historical, real-time and forecasted performances.
For other questions, the EGNOS helpdesk can be contacted at
egnos-helpdesk@essp-sas.eu or at +34 911 236 555 on a H24/7D basis.
This helpdesk is intended to provide EGNOS users with a direct
point of contact to ask any question related to the EGNOS service,
its performance and its applications. A contact form to our EGNOS
helpdesk is also available in the webpage.
15
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LVP procedures in Europe (green—available, yellow—planned)
The ESSP and GSA conduct annual surveys to evaluate the level
of satisfaction of all EGNOS user communities (main focus on
aviation) and to identify areas of the EGNOS services, of the ESSP
activities as service provider and of its activities to support users to
get EGNOS on board, that may be in need of improvement. The
next survey is due to be launched shortly and distributed to all
relevant parties and stakeholders. The EGNOS programme will
welcome your cooperation.
The GSA is looking forward to fresh innovative ideas to foster
further use of EGNOS in aviation. The recently opened Horizon
2020 programme offers support to EGNOS related activities, aiming
to increase adoption in all market domains including aviation. The
next call for proposals will be open for application in the third quarter
of 2014. More information is available at the GSA website
(www.gsa.europa.eu).
Finally, the ESSP takes this opportunity to announce the 2014
EGNOS Service Provision Workshop which will take place in Lisbon
on the 7th and 8th October. This annual event provides a good
channel for face-to-face interaction amongst EGNOS users and
stakeholders (ANSPs, air carriers, receiver manufacturers, etc).
Instrument Pilot
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EASA Instrument Rating—Part One*
Practical Training at Gloucester Airport
David Chambers

Background
Having bought a share of a Socata TB20 last year, I was interested in
achieving the goal of a full Instrument Rating which would allow me
to make full use of the aircraft. I’d been tracking the development of
the Competency Based IR for some time, and had already taken and
passed the existing IR Theory Knowledge exams.
There was no real hurry, but I had hoped that the CB-IR would
become available early in 2014 and I could start the practical side of
things. I spoke with a couple of other PPL pilots who had recently
completed the full IR, and they warned me it could easily take 40 to
50 hours to get up to the current IR skills test standard regardless of
what the rules might allow—it remains an extremely demanding and
comprehensive test.
Although the EU Parliament approved the new regulations on 2nd
April 2014, it will still take some time for training organisations to
submit courses for CAA approval and have them reviewed and
approved before the first courses start. Given that it took 12 months
for the first LAPL course to be approved, I felt that it could easily be
the latter half of 2014 before the first approved CB-IR practical
course became available.
Another factor included the possibility that several hundred (or
possibly more than a thousand) FAA IR pilots may need to convert
to EASA IR by April 2015, putting immense pressure on the system
to provide adequate training and skills tests. Starting the training at
the onset of winter didn’t seem to be a great idea to me either.

IR trainees will only ever have flown to two or three different airports
and rarely have reached more than 100 nautical miles from base.
An attractive package
At this stage I was offered the opportunity to receive the full IR
training package as one of the company’s first candidates. This would
be mainly in the simulator with about 15 hours flying in a real aircraft. Jim had acquired a TB20 and was refitting this out with a mix
of steam (round dial) and glass (Aspen display) avionics.
This was very attractive to me for many reasons: it was based at
Gloucester, my home base; it used a very good simulator, and also
meant instruction could continue regardless of bad weather; and
flights would be on the same model of aircraft that I normally fly.
The course content would be oriented towards a private pilot and
instruction would be from a very experienced private IR pilot with
lots of real-world single pilot IFR flight experience. This emphasised
the most crucial factors and also included those additionally necessary
items required to pass the skills test.
Dates for training could be agreed in advance to suit both my and
Jim’s schedule and include some weekends, rather than a continuous
six-week Monday to Friday block as found in most commercial flight
schools; and I wouldn’t be just another client in a sausage factory but
a participant in refining a course which could be adopted by others
and might even help to simplify/clarify some of the regulations. I was
confident that Jim would tailor the course to my needs and give me
the best chance of passing on the day. As a bonus, I could also expect
a formal sign-off for glass cockpit differences.
The trade-off would be that as one of the first trainees, the training
methods and course were under refinement and there might be a few
glitches. The aircraft was also not yet airworthy but was expected to
be available by the time I needed it.
Simulator training started in January, with airborne instruction
scheduled for March with a view to completion during April. This
worked around my own schedule as much as that of availability of
the newly refitted training aircraft. The simulator was easiest to
schedule and wasn’t affected by weather or technical faults. Fewer,
concentrated blocks of time are more efficient. We scheduled several
blocks of four to five days including some weekends, spaced by three
to four week gaps.

Opportunity to train for EASA PPL/IR through Rate One Aviation
I’d been in contact with Jim Thorpe, ex-PPL/IR Europe Chairman
and a leading instigator in creating the CB-IR regulations. He had
trained my co-owner Rich to IR standard the previous year through
a Bournemouth ATO (Approved Training Organisation). He had
setup a PPL/IR flight training company in Gloucester (Rate One
Aviation) and this organisation had received formal ATO approval
from the CAA late in 2013. He had also invested in a Redbird flight
simulator. This is classed as an FNPT II (Flight Navigation Procedure
Trainer Type 2), so that up to 35 hours of time spent in it can count
towards the total of 50 required training flight hours.
While working towards providing CB-IR training, his company is
refining and adapting the traditional training methods originally
developed for commercial airlines to better suit the needs of private
pilots. This includes challenging some of the long held practices used
when training and testing for instrument flight. Some of the rules
have already been relaxed, perhaps more than many people realise,
but there’s still a long way to go.
One example is that Rich had to make all his training flights from
Bournemouth because that’s what the flight training organisation’s
operations manual stated. The cost of updating the Bournemouth
ATO’s manual to add approval to fly from Gloucester would have
been significant
time Mooney
consuming.
Flying
IFRand
equipped
Ovation
for to
saleFrance (where
airports are much less busy and where there are plenty of low-cost
instrument approaches available) also wasn’t feasible. By contrast, any
CFII (Certified Flight Instrument Instructor) in the USA can
conduct training from any airport in the country or abroad. Some
IR training courses there involve doing just that—making an
intensive cross country tour for a week or two to give huge variety to
the real world situations they might encounter. By contrast, most UK
102/2014

Redbird simulator
After the usual preliminaries when I had to read the operations
manual, be told where the fire exits were etc, the course scope was
laid out. At the time this required a total of 50 hours logged dual
instruction (there is no solo flying)—more recent regulations reduce
that to as little as ten hours although I think candidates should expect
to need (much) more. Time on the simulator counts from block to
block, which is very efficient—almost all time sitting in it is useful.
A recent rule change means that only airborne flight time counts for
the real aircraft training—typically cutting up to 30 minutes off the
engine start to stop times.
The rules allow up to 35 hours in the sim with the balance being
flown. In typical ATO training, the relatively high cost of sim time
encourages some private pilots to complete the course in their own
aircraft because the marginal cost per hour (fuel and hours related
maintenance) is lower. I found the value of time spent in the sim
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most useful and would recommend that at least half the course is
spent in it. This means that when you finally get into the aircraft,
you already have the routines, checklists, procedures and radio patter
sorted out in advance. But I was advised that once you’ve moved onto
the airborne part of the course, it’s not a good idea to switch back to
the simulator except to focus on specific problem issues.
The Redbird simulator is very popular in the US but there are only
a handful in Europe. This is the first one to be installed and approved
in the UK. It’s also designed to be used to teach VFR to PPL students,
not just for IR, and priced to be accessible to PPL flying schools and
clubs. One of the major costs is CAA approval which can easily
stretch into five figures. The regulations treat this as if it were a large
airliner-type full motion simulator. You would have thought that
installing a duplicate unit should not incur the full approval work
and fees, and I hope that may become the case in the future.
The simulator has a motion feature but this is optional. Most of
the sim sessions were made without this switched on. A large red
button stops motion in case of any problems. It is very realistic, with
six screens spread out in front and to the side giving a panoramic
view. The screen refresh update rate isn’t always sparkling, but much
of the time you are looking at cloud, so I didn’t find this a problem.
The instruments always appeared to realistically reflect current status
and respond immediately to control inputs.
The simulator has glass screens consisting of G1000 PFD and
MFD with “steam gauges” for airspeed indicator, attitude indicator
and altimeter. There’s a row of toggle switches, with rocker switches
for battery/alternator and avionics master, and a row of circuit
breakers (which sometimes pop out prior to start). A push/pull knob
handles the parking brake and a rotary mag switch completes the
lineup. The yoke can need quite a firm push or pull and the trim
wheel adds a realistic load to balance that out as required.
Navaids included ADF, VOR and GPS. There are two columns of
buttons used to turn on/off the audio, simulating the morse code
ident. The mantra of select, identify, display (SID) was driven home
hard—with checking prior to use. This despite the G1000 automatically doing that for you and displaying the code on the screen. I
agree this is important for the ADF, which has no failure mode,
although (unlike steam gauges) the needle disappears from view (ie
not shown on the HSI anymore) if the signal is out of range. This
happened very realistically at about 22nm from the airport.

a little easier. We could practice holds by continuing to fly around
them without stopping, but it was also possible to be repositioned
for subsequent attempts—particularly useful when practicing hold
entries. Pausing the simulation with 60 degrees of the final turn onto
inbound was useful—we could both look at where the ADF needle
was compared to the final inbound course—and discuss what to do
about any discrepancy. They should both be aligned at that point
because the seven degree ADF dip error (caused by the aircraft being
banked in the turn) matches the closure angle.
Realistic views
One other factor concerning the use of a simulator is that no artificial
view limiting devices such as foggles or screens are required. The view
outside the cockpit is very realistic, and after takeoff quickly becomes
a murky cloudy sky. Sometimes you can see the glow of the sun
moving across the screen as you turn. Occasionally you pop out on
top of a cloud layer. Most of the time you don’t have the capacity to
look because you are concentrating on the instruments. In that sense,
it gives a good idea of how you can be distracted.

Simulator sessions
Simulator sessions were briefed beforehand. We made several flights
to Cardiff and Coventry etc with Jim pretending to be ATC. I just
spoke the radio calls and responded to ATC directions. The radios
and navaids have to be tuned and switched across at the correct times.
Jim also announced the ATIS recording when required.
We logged anything from about two to four and a half hours on
any given day across two to three sessions in the sim, depending on
the depth of briefings and time available. The NDB hold technique
was discussed at length—there are quite a few different methods used
by instructors—and a procedure clearly explained to me. IR test
candidates in most other countries don’t have to do any NDB holds,
but this is a major part of the UK skills test. I wonder if many PPL/IR
pilots would ever have to perform one in real-life, but this has become
a major criteria to demonstrate flying skill. You’re not allowed to use
the GPS in OBS mode as you would if this was done for real. In
recent years, the tolerances have been relaxed a little, but it is still a
difficult manoeuvre to perfect.
One extra bonus that I hadn’t expected was that the headwind/
crosswind was shown on the screen. Apparently this is allowed during
the test and makes the calculation of wind drift/compensation angle
Instrument Pilot

Aspen Evolution PFD screen

Another good learning point from the simulator that wouldn’t be
so easy to demonstrate in a real aircraft involves the views as you
descend on final approach in bad visibility. In one scenario, you can
clearly see the runway ahead at about 1,000ft before it disappears in
cloud only to reappear again just above minima. Another good
example is a circle to land from 400ft, leaving little time for quite
major VFR course adjustments and aircraft reconfiguration.
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G-VPPL P1 side with GTN650, G430, Aspen Evolution

G-VPPL P2 side

Flying the ILS approach the needles become much more sensitive
as you get closer to the runway threshold. At that point, only minor
movements are needed to keep on track and it was easy to get out of
alignment. Working to lower minima is much more difficult than
(say) 1,000ft or more because:
a) You need to make much more sensitive course adjustments closer
to the ground because the instrument needles increase in sensitivity
nearer to the ground
b) The time left to reconfigure for landing after becoming visual is
much shorter
c) You can be proportionately much further off the runway centreline and need greater VFR flight changes if you get (a) wrong
d) You are much closer to the ground and objects which you could
hit—go-arounds need to be executed cleanly and quickly
We tried to do some partial panel work on the sim, but it’s too
realistic! It has a “steam gauge” artificial horizon and altimeter rather
than a turn co-ordinator. If there was a failure, both flatscreens have
their own battery backup, and either can be used as a primary flight
display. If that fails you still have the “steam gauge” AI. This reflects
what is found in many IFR SEP aircraft today. However the test
requires demonstration of flight using only the turn co-ordinator,
airspeed indicator, altimeter and compass, so we’ll have to train for
that in the air. If you want to take the test in a modern aircraft that
only has a standby AI rather than turn co-ordinator then you have
to prove you’ve done that bit in a simulator—clearly the Redbird
couldn’t be used for that reason.
Time spent flying the sim is logged in a special section of your
logbook and doesn’t count towards total hours flown.

and VOR completing the P1 line-up. On the P2 side there’s a
comprehensive engine monitor, fuel meter, VSI and transponder.
It took at least one flight just to get used to the new instrument
panel layout. It’s sufficiently different to the G1000 in the sim to
need re-familiarisation. The checklist and procedures were refined
and revised. After a few flights, I was starting to get the hang of it.
Initially I made quite a few mistakes—busting minima (going below
minimum heights on short final and during step down stages), not
descending promptly enough, failing to acquire the localiser/inbound
track, poor radio technique […] let’s just say it was quite a long list.
I must say that both Jim and Mark were very patient with me and I
always felt safe under their tutelage. There was certainly more than
one point where I really did wonder if I was capable of achieving the
required standard.
Towards the end of the course we focussed more on the likely test
route itself and flew this profile several times. This included filing a
genuine IFR flight plan and flying airways for a short time. Cardiff
was a common destination, providing both radar vectored and
procedural ILS approaches. Once we were asked to maintain best
speed, and it certainly felt that things were happening very quickly—
I got overloaded and only just managed to pull up and keep on track
at the decision altitude. I also found myself far too high on an
NDB/DME approach with a strong tailwind at Gloucester, leading
to an awkward and ungainly low level circuit to land.
I learnt that technically it’s okay to go below minima on an ILS
go-around (as long as you have already taken action to start climbing
before that point) whereas there is zero tolerance for going below
minima on a non-precision approach. Many IR candidates fail to
maintain the track after a missed approach or don’t raise the nose
when making a go-around, so it’s important to keep flying in the
correct direction as well as positively climbing away. [Interesting
point—did you realise that the clearance used when designing ILS
approaches can be as little as 97 feet according to PANS OPS?]
The time spent in the sim helped tremendously with my holding
technique, and we didn’t have to spend too long revising/refining the
hold. However the ADF in the aircraft didn’t perform quite the same,
showing slightly different dip error characteristics.
Various commitments led to a break of about five weeks before a
final push with three flights spread over a week to become test ready.
We flew a typical test profile once on each of these days with an
extensive debrief, picking up on refining the RT calls, regular checks
and approach procedure. My test was applied for through the CAA
and an examiner allocated and date set. Unlike other countries, you
can’t just contact any authorised examiner directly in the UK—the
CAA has to ensure it’s taken its hefty fee first.

Airborne training
The aircraft wasn’t quite ready to use for the training flights planned
on our schedule, so we flew a few hours in G-CORB (my TB20
share-o-plane). My first proper flight was really depressing with
extremely poor height keeping and general handling. It had been a
while since I’d flown (only one TB20 flight in two months), I was
too hot and became a little nauseous with the recovery from unusual
attitudes. It must have given Jim food for thought about how on earth
he was going to get me up to test standard. Easterlies meant we
couldn’t fly the ILS at Gloucester either, but we tried a couple of
NDB approaches and some general tracking.
Soon, the school aircraft was pronounced ready for service and Jim
took me on a short familiarisation flight. He had put enormous effort
into designing and upgrading the avionics of his TB20 to make it
suitable for IR training. An Aspen Evolution 1000 fits into two of
the traditional round dial slots, but provides a huge amount of data—
replacing the AI and DI with a full AI and HSI. This is driven from
a Garmin GTN650. A separate Garmin 430 drives a more traditional
HSI instrument, with separate turn co-ordinator, airspeed indicator
102/2014

*In IP103 David will take us through the nerve-racking test itself
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ADL110 Flight Test Report

Helge Ammenwerth flies a Wassmer Guepard CE43 (SEP) equipped with ADL110
On the afternoon of 22nd April 2014, I planned a trip and flew VFR
from EDWG (Wangerooge) to EDLD (Dinslaken) via BET (Rheine
Bentlage NDB) for the purposes of test flying the ADL110 (panel
mounted weather data link with iPad interface). The flight was great
fun and the weather that day was perfect for checking the equipment.
While warming up the Lycoming on the apron before departing
EDWG the ADL was already showing its talents—an overview of the
weather on the route including rain, lightning, wind, temperature,
METARs and TAFs. The GAFOR was predicting local showers and
thunderstorms in unstable air with GAFOR code “OSCAR” away
from the showers.
However, convergence can form thunderstorms in lines which can
make navigation quite challenging as can be seen from the following
synoptic chart, iPad image and photographs.

The convergence line was slowly moving to the north-east. The
flight earlier in the morning to EDWG was in blue skies conditions;
knowing the aircraft was ADL110 equipped gave me peace of mind
for the return flight to EDLD in the afternoon. Prior to departure I
checked the following routings:
a) Heading southwest after takeoff from EDWG flying towards the
city of Emden to reach the sunny west side of the thunderstorms
b) Finding a gap through the thunderstorms to the west and flying
from EDWG to BET
c) Remaining on the dark east side of the convergence line until
reaching the area of Diepholz, where the ADL110 showed either
rain or lighting, then heading west to EDLD
When airborne I chose option b—the showers were manageable and
the gaps between them were large enough, as shown on the ADL110.

A big thank you to Sebastian Golze for developing this fantastic tool
for general aviation! See www.ing-golze.de for technical details or
contact me by email ammnwrth@gmx.net for additional “out of the
cockpit” information.

Instrument Pilot
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